PART 1: REVISITING THE METROPOLITAN CONTEXT
IMF METROPOLITAN CHAPTERS - October 8, 2022
Host: Indai Chapter

Piyush Girgaonkar
Lama Akmeel
Mark Roeland De Castro
Amir Keshavarz
Alejandro Collia
Daniel Kalombo

PART 2: HARNESING THE METROPOLISES
METRO SECTORIAL - November 12, 2022
Host: IMF Austronesia & IMF Arabia Chapters

Metro Heritage
Metro Environment
Metro Transport
Metro Governance

Ahmed Abu Al Haja
Hwang Yun Hye
Greg Mackstroth
Wafa Al Daily

METRO CASE STUDIES - November 19, 2022
Host: IMF Latin America & IMF South Sahara Chapters

Recife Brazil
Hors-Hons Comité
New Clark City Central Park
Qatar Vision

Fernando Almeida
Razan Mtanis
Ed Baker
Ali A. Araouf

METRO BRAINSHOPS - November 26, 2022
Host: IMF Central Asia & IMF India Chapters

Chennai Brainshop
Metro Game
IMF Course
Origins of WMD

Albert Raja
Prof. Antonella Contin
Kelvin De Chavez
Gabriel Lanfranchini

Note: Dates, time and speakers are subject to changes based on confirmation and availability